Discover Access for SharePoint transforms native SharePoint into a fully compliant and accessible application, making it easy for workers using assistive technology to navigate Microsoft’s most popular collaborative business platform.

For the first time, tasks such as uploading documents, creating lists and libraries, setting up calendar events, and editing wiki content are easy for workers using screen readers, screen magnification and speech to text tools.

Compliance with Section 508 and WCAG 2.0 AA is more important than ever, and by simply deploying Discover Access for SharePoint, you can quickly eliminate not only the risk associated with non-compliance but many of the high costs associated with remediation.

Whether you’re accessing SharePoint from a laptop, desktop, tablet or smartphone, the user experience with Discover Access for SharePoint remains the same.

With Discover Access for SharePoint installed, all SharePoint content is rendered in a left-justified, simplified format which is built specifically for usability and accessibility making it 100 percent navigable by a keyboard and fully compliant with WCAG 2.0 AA standards.
Discover Access for SharePoint breaks down accessibility barriers, speeds process and empowers users to efficiently accomplish necessary daily tasks using information they need. The entire solution can be installed in minutes, and because Discover Access is device-independent, it also provides a compliant enterprise mobile view to enable workers in the field to access their SharePoint information more efficiently.

**FEATURES**

- Standardized forms, like calendar pages and task forms
- SharePoint solution can be easily deployed in as little as an hour
- Compatible with many assistive technology products and browsers
- Device independent
- Available for SharePoint 2010, 2013 and O365

**BENEFITS**

- Increases ease of use and reduces time to complete form-based tasks
- Achieves 508 and WCAG compliance quickly and easily
- Incorporates seamlessly with leading assistive technology tools such as JAWS, Dragon, ZoomText and MAGic
- Access SharePoint from any device (laptop, desktop, tablet or smartphone) without changing the user experience
- Access to all versions at no additional cost

**ACCESS AND EDITING CAPABILITIES**

- Set up calendar events
- Upload documents
- Create lists and libraries
- Create forms
- Use speech-to-text capabilities to complete forms
- Edit wikis
- Easily go in and out of usability mode
- Customize individual accessibility preferences

**CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES**

“The experience with Discover Access for SharePoint was much more intuitive and streamlined, giving a person with vision loss the ability to complete each task as effectively and efficiently as his or her sighted peers. … We highly recommend that organizations consider adding Discover Access for SharePoint to their environment to enable their visually and cognitively impaired workers to utilize all of the great collaborative features of SharePoint.”
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